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Protein Secondary Structure
Every protein assumes a specific shape and performs a specific function. 
Protein secondary structure refers to regular, recurring arrangements in space of 
adjacent amino acid residues in a polypeptide chain.
It is maintained by hydrogen bonds between amide hydrogens and carbonyl oxygens of 
the peptide backbone. 
The two most common secondary structural
though beta turns and omega loops occur as well.
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Protein Secondary Structure
Every protein assumes a specific shape and performs a specific function. 

refers to regular, recurring arrangements in space of 
adjacent amino acid residues in a polypeptide chain.
It is maintained by hydrogen bonds between amide hydrogens and carbonyl oxygens of 

secondary structural elements are α-helices and β-structures, 
though beta turns and omega loops occur as well.
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From DNA to Cell Function

DNA sequence
(split into genes)

Amino Acid 

codes for

MNIFEMLRID EGLRLKIYKD TEGYYTIGIG 
HLLTKSPSLN AAKSELDKAI GRNCNGVITK

DEAEKLFNQD VDAAVRGILR NAKLKPVYDS 
LDAVRRCALI NMVFQMGETG VAGFTNSLRM

LQQKRWDEAA VNLAKSRWYN QTPNRAKRVI 
TTFRTGTWDA YKNL
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Protein Secondary Structure Prediction
Research in protein structure and function
research in proteomics.

A key characteristic of the protein is the
chain folds which is referred to as tertiary

The information necessary for protein folding
structure.structure.

The development of rapid methods
straightforward translation of the genetic code
urgent need for automated methods of interpreting
sequence

Classifiers are used to efficiently to predict
to classify the three types of α-helix,
dimensional(2D) structure.

Protein Secondary Structure Prediction
function is one of the most important areas

three-dimensional structure into which linear
structure.

folding resides completely within the primary

of DNA sequencing coupled with
code into protein sequences has amplified

interpreting these one-dimensional(1D), linear

predict the protein secondary structure which aims
helix, β-sheet and C-coil in terms of two



Protein Secondary Structure

Secondary structure = spatial arrangement of amino
residues that are adjacent in the primary structure

Protein Secondary Structure

Secondary structure = spatial arrangement of amino-acid 
residues that are adjacent in the primary structure
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Protein Structure Prediction Tools

• Experimental Techniques
• X-ray Crystallography 
• NMR

• Computational tools• Computational tools
• I-TASSER Online

• SOPMA

• PHYRE2

• MODELLER

• HHPred

Protein Structure Prediction Tools

Experimental Techniques



-TASSER is an online bioinformatics platform for predicting protein structure and function. It has 
been developed by Zhang Lab (University of Michigan)

I-TASSER

TASSER is an online bioinformatics platform for predicting protein structure and function. It has 
been developed by Zhang Lab (University of Michigan)
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Qindex
Qindex: (Qhelix, Qstrand, Qcoil
- percentage of residues correctly predicted as 

coil, or for all 3 conformations. 

correctly predicted residues
3Q

Measures of prediction accuracy
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correctly predicted residues
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Qcoil, Q3) 
percentage of residues correctly predicted as -helix, -strand, 
coil, or for all 3 conformations. 

correctly predicted residues

Measures of prediction accuracy
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Correlation coefficient

True positive
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C = 1 (=100%)

Measures of prediction accuracy

True negative

C = 1 (=100%)
True positive False positive
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Measures of prediction accuracy

pa
(overpredicted)

oa

True negative

na

False negative
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